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The object ot this paper is to present the derivation ot some
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The transistor is a three-electrode semiconductor amplitier that
is a practical result ot tundamental research on semiconductors
(Bardeen,2). EYen though this device may be used as an oscillator
and tor other purposes tor which vacuum. tubes are ordinarily used,
it shOUld not be thought ot solely as a replacement tor vacuum tUbes
but rather as a new element in electronics. The transistor is not
available at the present time tor commercial usage but since the
announcement (7) ot the transistor, considerable investigation and
development work has been done by various interested companies.
These companies are now making transistors tor experimental purposes
and it seems that it will only be a matter ot time betore they are
used commercially.
1. summary
This paper will tirst present a general discussion on transistors
which will deal brietly with the physical and electrical properties ot
the transistor. This will be followed by a short discussion ot
semiconductor and transistor theory. The derivation and discussion
ot two equivalent circuits are given next, tollowed by a presentation
ot two methods ot obtaining the eqUivalent circuit constants. A
comparison of constants obtained by these two methods and a comparison
ot transistor constants of various units conclUde the paper.
2. General discussion of transistors.
In brief the transistor (type A - another type will be mentioned
later) consists ot a small block ot high back voltage germanium
crystal and three electrodes as shown in Fig. 1. The emitter end the
collector electrodes are ot the point-eontact rectitier type end are
placed close together with a separation ot approximately .005 to
.025 cm on the upper surface. A large area contact at the lower
surface of the block of germanium torms the third electrode and is
known as the base electrode. Another more recent type of transistor
(Kock.5) is shown in Fig. 2. This transistor is known as the coaxial
type ana has, as shown, one contact point on each side of the germa-
nium crystal water. The Circumference is the base electrode.
The construction of the transistor is simple since it requires
no vacuum and has a minimum of parts. There is no filament, conse-
quently there are no problems of filament power supply, of filament
heat dissipation, or of war.m up time. Transistors are smaller than
sUbminature tubes (see sketches in Fig. 3 of transistors and subminature
tube at actual size) and with improved techniques may be made muoh
stronger.
Among the disadvantages of the present transistor the most serious
seems to be the variation of pertormance from one transistor to
another and the seemingly inherent noise. The characteristics of
transistors are not reproducible to within the same limits as are
vacuum tube oharacteristics. The variations are not, however, so
large as to make interchange of transistors (not obviously defective)
in some circuit applications impractical. There is also evidence that
transistor characteristics do change a l1ttle with time even though
they may not be in use. Measurements made by the writer ot voltage
gain over a period of several weeks on one transistor are Shown
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indioated to the right of each curve. The Western Electric transistor,
Number .AJm113, was not used between the times these measurements were
taken. It has been suggested that the change may be due to some
chemical action that takes place at the point contacts. The proper
metal and/or type impregnate may, then, help to make the transistor
more stable with respect to time.
Noise measurements have been made to show that the major part
of the noise is at the collector. A plot of noise squared versus log
of frequency results in a straight line which is similar to the results
obtained when contact noise is measured. It is felt that some of the
noise may be eliminated by better contact materials and imProved
methods of construction. Measurements of noise have shown that collec-
tor noise squared ia about forty db above emitter noise squared. ThUS,
the noise of the emitter is of little consequence.
The frequency limit of the transistor is at present about 10
megacycles. This limitation is associated with transit time rather
than electrode capacities. The influence of the emitter travels to
the collector in different paths each of which has a different transit
time. Therefor there is a drop in emplitude with an increase in
frequency rather than simply a phase shift.
3. Brief theory of semiconductors and transistors.
Investigation of semiconductors began at least twenty five years
ago when their property of unilateral conductivity was used to make
rectifiers. During the war the use of these SUbstances as detectors
in microwave equipment led to the gathering of a great deal of emperi-
cal intomation on semiconductors (Torrey,8). This information includes
two things in particular. First, that the resistivities of semiconduc-
tors are determined chiefly by impurities and second. that these
resistivities can be varied over a wide range by applying various
external influences such as temperature in the case ot thermistors.
The mechanism ot conduction can be understood using the detail-
ed concept ot the construction of matter as developed by modern
physioso In metals there are many tree electrons that can be used
to carry ourrent. By free electrons is meant electrons so loosely
associated with their atoms that they can be easily induoed to move
to neighboring atoms. In metals there is approximately one free
electron for every atom. In insulators there are practically no free
electrons. In semiconductors there is only about one current carry-
ing (free) electron tor every million atoms. The number ot current
carrying electrons can be greatly varied by changing the physical
environment of the material. This change in the number of current
carrying electrons etfectively varies the resistivity of the material.
There are two distinct mechanisms operating separately or
simultaneously which make oonduction in semiconductors possible. In .
the N type semiconductor the electrons as usual move under the influ-
ence of applied voltages and thus provide current tlow. This is
similar to the manner in which free electrons in metals carry current.
In the P type semiconductor conduction appears to take place as it
the carriers were positive charges. These virtual positive Charges
are actually empty places. "holes". trom which electrons have been
removed. The two types of conduction in the semiconductor material
are identified with lattice imperfections and more commonly With im-·
purities. In the case ot the N type (negative type) semiconductor
the few electron carriers may be assumed to be due to an impurity
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having a valence one greater than the crystal material. Thus in a
semiconductor such as the silicon crystal the impurity may be
phosphorus. Since silicon has tour valence electrons and phosphorus
five the excess valence electron possessed by the occasional phospho-
rus atom is not required for the tetrahedral binding to adjacent
silicon atoms in the crystal and hence is tree tor current carrying.
Because it donates electrons tor current carrying purposes, phospho-
rue may be thought ot as a donor impurity. .In the case ot the P type
(positive type) semiconductor, boron with a valence ot three may be
the impurity in a silicon crystal. There is one incomplete bond
between each boron atom and its neighboring silicon atom leaVing a
"hole" in the structure. These holes may be considered Virtual
positive charges and the boron may be thought ot as an "acceptor"
impurity since it accepts electrons into bonds. Due to the tact that
the percentage ot boron impurity is very low the ratio ot holes to
silicon atoms is very small. Under the influence of an external
electric tield the hole in the bond between one silicon atom and a
boron atom can be tilled with an electron fram an adjacent silicon
atom. But in so doing the electron leaves a hole which may in turn
be filled by another electron. This hole 1s thus tree to be passed
tram atom to atom and acts as a positive agent for carrying current.
Even though the electrons actually do the moving it is the presence
ot the holes that makes such movement possible. The electrons move
toward a positive region and consequently the holes move toward a
I'
negative region. P type conduction may therefor be thought at as
conduction by holes.
The concentrated basic research program that led to the dis-
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covery ot the transistor began at the Bell Telephone Laboratories 800n
atter World War II. The group investigating semiconductors was led by
William Shockley, one ot the countrys' leading solid state physicists.
During the investigation an experiment was performed that brought to
light a discrepancy in the eXisting theory ot semiconductors. As
mentioned before it was known by empirical information that the resis-
tivity of semiconductors could be varied by applying various external
influences. In the experiment an external electric tield was applied
to a sheet of germanium and the resistivity measured as the tield was
changed. The results were not consistent with the prevailing theory
so a theory of surface states was devised (Brattain,4) that would
account for the measured change as well as for older known effects
unexplained by previous theories.
This new theory had to be refined when various other experiments
were performed. It was while ;rOhn Bardeen and W. H. Brattain were
follOWing up the consequences of this refined theory ot surface states
that they invented the transistor. With it they discovered a surface
layer haVing peculiar characteristics.
The proposed theory explaining these peculiar characteristics and
the amplifying properties of the transistor concerns a thin layer on
the surtace ot the semiconductor crystal of germanium. The main bulk
ot the semiconductor is otthe N type but the thin layer on the surface
behaves as if it were of the P type or hole conducting type. This hole
conducting layer may be caused by an excess of impurities near the
surface or from a space charge barrier layer. The rectifying region
which was formerly thought to be at the surface now seems to exist at
the P to N boundary.
When D.C. bias potentials are applied to the electrodes of the
transistor there is a mutual influence which makes it possible to use
the device to empl1fy A.C. signals. There is a current of a few
milliamperes in the emitter due to a small forward (positive) bias.
A reverse (negative) bias is applied to the collector large enough to
make the collector current of the same order or greater than the
emitter current. The polarity of the collector is such as to attract
the holes which flow from the emitter so that a large part of the
emitter current flows to and enters the collector. Wbl1e the collector
has a high impedance for flow of electrons into the semiconductor, it
offers little impedance to flow of holes into the point from the semi-
conductor. If the em1tter current is varied by a eignel voltags, there
w111 be a corresponding TBriation of current flow in the collector.
Without emitter bias a small amount of current flows in the collector
Circuit. The effect of hole conduction from the emitter to the collector
may alter the normal current flow from the base to the collector in such
a way that the chenge in collector current is larger than the change in
emitter current. Due to biasing polarities the input impedance 1s
small and the output 1mPedance large. The h1gh output impedance may be
matched to a h1gh 1mPedance loed. Since the currents are of the seme
order a large ratio of output to input voltage is thus obtained. A
corresponding power amplification 01' the input signal is obtained.
atAPl'ER II
EQ.UIVALENT CIRCUITS
1. Large signal operation.
The successful application ot transistors to new circuits depends
upon a means ot predicting to a reasonable approximation the behavior
o'f the transistor. This chapter will 'first show how the prediction ot
large signal action may be obtained trom the transistor's characteristic
curves and then how equivalent circuits may be derived tor use with
amall AC signals.
For large signals the operation ot a transistor may be obtained
(Becker.3) trom its DC characteristics such as are shown in Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6. Load lines on these curves are drawn tor an emitter imPedance
ot 500 ohms and tor a collector load ot 20,000 ohms. The electromotive
force in the collector circuit 1s 60 volts and in the emitter circuit
the electromotive torce is 0.75 volts. The operating point is found on
the collector characteristic curves by transferring the emitter load
line to the collector curves. The intersection ot the two load lines
then becomes the operating point. An increase in the electromotive
torce - an increase in the signal - ot the emitter circuit causes a
change in the position ot the emitter load line. The new position will
be parallel to and above the original load line. A decrease in electro-
motive torce - decrease in signal - results in a load line lying
parallel to and below the origional load line. These new load lines
replotted on the collector characteristics result in ~oad lines lying
aboTe and below, respectively, the original replotted emitter load line.





































01' 0.75 volts is labeled (1). A decrease in emitter electromotive
torce, 1). Ea , results in the load line labeled (2). The replots 01'
these two load lines on the collector characteristics (Fig. 5) are
shown by broken lines and labeled appropriately. Pro jections from.
the load line intersections to the collector voltage axis shows the
change in collector load voltage, D. Eo. Thus large signal perform-
ance can be deduced in a way analogous to that used for vacuum tUbes.
The laborious procedures necessary for prediction 01' large signal
operation is not necessary for small signals. For a~ll signals an
equivalent circuit with constants depending upon the biasing conditions
may be easily used.
2. Small AC signal equivalent circuit derived fram DO equivalent
circuit.
The derivation of a small signal A.O. equivalent circuit fran a
D.C. equivalent oircuit is done (Webster, 9) in the following manner.
In a crystal rect1t'ier the forward current is an exponential
function of some potential difference, E. Since the contact points
01' a transistor taken individually may act as a crystal rectifier it
is possible to Write the relationship between the current of the
emitter (which is biased positively so that current flows in the
torward direction) and the potential difference, E. The potential
difference E may be expected to be the applied voltage, Ee , less the
potential drop due to currents flowing in the bulk of the crystal.
Fig. 7 is a representation of the transistor in Which the bulk resist-
ance is shown to be a T section of resistors. Referring to Fig. 7,
it E is assigned to be the potential difference appearing across the
-12-
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contact resistance at the emitter, it is given by the equation
(1)
The relationship between Ie and E as suggested above is
where k and 0< are oonstants. Using equations (1) and (2), Ie
may be calculated as a funotion ot Ee and Eo it tirst it 1s assumed
. that Rb and Rs are oonstants and values tor I o are obtained e.s a
tunction ot Ee and Eo trom experimental data.
The relationShip between Ie and the applied voltages Ee and Ec
may be obtained by an analys1s ot the observed variation ot Ie with
respect to Ee and Ec as given by the static characteristics. It Ec
1s the applied voltage between the collector and the base, and it
the contact resistance (reter to Fig. '1) plus the adjacent unlabeled
resistanoe is represented by a-b E the colleotor ourrent is given by
the equation
(5)
This equation, it has been found, is adequate to express the variation
of I c with the applied voltages.
A D.C. equivalent oirouit derived trom the reasoning above is shawn
in Fig. 8. The ideal crystal rectitier with an exponential eharaoter-
iatia in the forward direction represents the emitter contact resistance.
Equations (1), (2) and (5) describe the relationships between the currents
and applied voltages. The constants a, b, k, (x, Rb and Re depend on
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the physical dimension and material ot the semiconductor as well as
size and location ot contacts and other tactors.
Fig. 9 shows a comparison ot calculated and measured values ot
current vs. applied voltage. The curves are drawn from. measured
values while the points are obtained from calculations. The values
ot 'the constants tor these calculations are typical and are as
tollows:
a = 100 :x 103 ohms
b =250 x 103 ohms/volt
k : 2 :x 10-6 amperes
0': 14.4 l/volts
Rb : 70 ohms
Re = 30 ohms
An equivalent circuit for small AC signals may be derived trom
the DC eqUivalent circuit by taking the total derivatives ot equations
(1). (2) and (3). The total derivatives are respectively:
dE : dEe fa Rbdlc - (Rb .. Be) dIe
dIe =k ot. trEdE
dEe .. Rbdle =(Rb .. a-bE)dle - blcdE
Detining
dIe : 1 e
dIe : 1e~
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and equation (6) becanes
( 9)
An equivalent AD circuit tor small signals at low trequencies
(no reactive elements included since derived trom the DC character-
istics) is shown in Fig. 10. This equivalent circuit satisties
equation (7), (8) and (9) providing:
r e :....!.... + Be
ocIe
r c = a-bE
-
-
where Ie, Ie and E are DO values ot current and voltage as described
above. The etteets ot a small phase displacement have been observed
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at trequencies as low as tive kilocycles so a phase angle should perhaps
be associated with the dimensionless parameter ~ •
3. Impedance and gain relationships tor various inputs.
Amplitier circuits using transistors and employing various input
and output connections have been devised. Using the AC small signal
equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 10 expressions tor input impedance,
output impedance and gain may be obtained. These expressions will be
given tor three amplifier Circuits, the conventional emitter input
collector output circuit, the base input collector output and the base
input emitter output circuit. To simplity the algebra, approximations
valid over the operating range are made as tollows:
r c t l"1) :: r c
r c + r ~ r c_ e
fi ~ 1 =.#
The emitter input collector output amplitier circuit is described
in reterence (1) and shown in Fig. 11. The expressions tor input and
output impedance and power gain have been derived trom the equiva.lent
circuit, Fig. 10, using tbe given approximations and are as tollows:
Input impedance = re f' rb(l _ pre )RL .. r c
output ~edance = r c [ 1.
where
M.ax1mUm a.vailable power gain =
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For matched conditions the available power gain is defined as
4
eiZs
, i L is the current flowing in the load 'RL* Near
match, RL' is of the order of r c and Ri , the emitter circuit
impedance,approaches r e •
The tem ~ in the expression tor power gain is generally less than
unity but always positive in the region under consideration. Power
gains up to 20 db have been obtained using this type circuit. The
stability of an emitter amplifier is usually qUite good.
As transistors ere now made,a typical unit might have the following
values:
Input impedanoe : 700 ohms
Output impedance = 30,000 ohms
Power gain = 16 db
With typical vacuum tube values ot input and output impedances
in mind, the above values tor the transistor might seem discouraging
sinoe a matching devioe would be reqUired tor the most apparent
applications.
By using a base input, Fig. 12, this disadvantage is greatly
minimized. Using this base input collector output circuit the tollow-
ing equations may be derived:
Input impedance
=
rb .. r e
1- pre
RL ... r c
output impedance
= r c [ 1 -
,ure ( Ri .. rb ))r
c Ri of- 10 .. r e
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where ~1 as betore = 1 _ Are r b
ro(ro ~ r b )
and
It is to be noted that ~l 1s less than~ since r b
r e • r b
is less than unity. Even though ~ is positive (,81) 2 may be equal to
or less than zero.
Some interesting observations mey be made if {tor the base input
circuit} input impedanoe is plotted against emitter bias voltage.
Such a plot is shown in Fig. 13. It is noted that there are values
ot emitter bias tor whioh the input imPedance is very high - an attractive
condition when the device is to be used as an amplifier. The negative
resistance region appearing at low bias voltages suggests the possibil-
it~es ot using the transistor as an oscillator. In oscillator circUits
this negative resistance appearing between the base and ground 1s used
to supply the losses ot a resonant circuit.
Impedance end gain values for the base input collector output
amplifier are as follows:
Input impedance = 5,000 ohms














higher values ot input impedance may be obtained but emitter bias would
then be such as to place operation near an unstable (osoillatory) region.
Fig. 14 is an illustration ot the base input emitter output circuit.
The tmpedance and gain relationships are as tollows:
Output impedance = (Ri +rb)(rC-pre) + rcre
R i + rC.
Maximum available power gain = fc






Maxims available p~er gain = 16 db
This circuit m8J best be used as a matching device between emitter
input colleotor output or base input collector output stages. As such
it will turnish power gain but the limited amount ot output power is
the major disadvantage. Operation is best in the region where cc- pre
is ot the order of r e•
A comparison of the three types ot circuits is given in Table I.
4. Another small signal AC equivalent circuit
Another means ot obtaining a small signal equivalent circuit tor
the transistor (Becker, 3; Ryder, 6) is Considered next. First it
should be noted that in reterence (3) the SUbscripts 1 and 2 are used
to denote emitter and collector circuits respectively. In this dis-
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Figs. 5 and 6 and taking currents as independent variables one may
write
Next a D.O. operating point is selected and about this point t l and t 2
are expanded in a Taylor series. Retaining only tirst order tems the
tollowing equations are obtained:
and
3 f. 1\ 'bf. A IA Ee = aIe ~ Ie + arc ~ c
A E - ~fl J\ I Mi. J\ I
L.) c - aIeA e + ~ I t ~ C.
Since the partial derivatives have the dimensions ot impedances it is
possible to write
~f, _ oEe ::
ole - dIe R" , the input impedance tor
AC open-circuited output
, the backward transter im-
pedance tor AC open-circuited
input
, the forward transter tm-
pedance tor AC open-circuited
output
, the output impedance tor AC
open circuited input
These terms may be interpreted as the slopes ot appropriate curves ot the
-26-
DO static characteristics. For instance, Rll is the slope ot the Ee
VB Ie curve tor any given value ot the parameter Ie and R12 is the
slope ot the Ee vs I c curve tor any given value ot the parameter I ••
From linear network theory a number of equivalent circuits con-
taining resistances and internal generators are possible. One such
circuit 1s shown in Fig. 15. This circuit is particularly usetul in
that it per.mits simple analysis ot circuits in which transistors are
used. The resistances r e' rc and rb identity themselves by their
sUbscripts as being associated with the emitter, collector and base
contacts respectively. The resistance r m is the mutual transter
resistance. The product r m ~ Ie is represented as an internal
generator and torms the active element of the network. The Bell lab-
oratories convention tor positive currents and voltages is as shown by
the arrows in this figure. The changes in current .6. Ie and b. Ie
may be replaced by alternating currents i e and ic. provided the peak
to peak values are small compared With the bias currents Ie and Ie.
The relation between the input, output and transfer impedances and
the equivalent network resistances may be given by the following
equations:
Rll = re+rb .
R12 = rb
R21 = rm+ rb
R22 :: rc t rb
Canparing the small signal equivalent circuit developed by RCA
(Fig. 10) and the Bell Laboratories equivalent circuit (F1g. 15) it is
seen that the two are very similar even though theY were developed in
a different manner.
5. Impedance and gain relationships tor second equivalent circuit
Relations tor input and output impedances and gain may easily be
derived tran the Bell Laboratories equivalent circuit. Using Fig. 15,
tor emitter input:
Voltage gain, G =: ,Arc =_Ale RL
.a£e AEe
Solving tor A Ie and substituting
Usually r", and end re
Hence G ::::
For
'Rdrb+ re )+ rC(rb+re ) - rbrtn
Rio» [rC{rbtre) - rbrm]
G - ...I!!L.
- rb+ re
Input impedance, 'Ril'\ = Ar~
l1 Ie
Obtaining ~ Ie and substituting
_ reo;' r o
- 1+ _ ria lr1t\ + rbl
RI.(r,, +reJ +rc (rb+ re} -rb(rm- re}
Since usually r",. Rt and
+ rn\ rb
Rdrb+fe) +rC(rb+ re) -rbfm
-28-
or in s1:mpler tom.
when RL approaches intinity
Rin approaches rb ~ re
and when Rx. = 0
,
OUtput 1mped~ce, Ro' is tound by using the equivalent
circuit arrangement shown in Fig. 16.
-
-




substituting tor r a
As Ri approaches intinity
The typical base input circuit is shown. in Fig. 17. The relationship
tor input 1:mpede.n.ce, Rin- is derived by using the circuit shawn in Fig. 18.
The resistance rE 1s equal to r e + r' e where
added resistor in series with r e.
-29-
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,Rin =~ ::: tbHe)(rE He -rm l-R) - rE(rf - rrn)
rE -rc -r"" + RL
and for the oondition
Rin 1s negative. When this negative Rin is greater in absolute
value than the ~esistence from base to ground the conditions for
oscillation are met.
The special condition of inf1nite input impedance simplifies
the circuit equations considerably. For this condition the
following vOltage gain relationship
G_ "Rd1_ Rl.(rf-r",)
- ei - (rb+re}[-{rrn-rf)+('RI.+rC))-rf(rE-rrn)
becomes J upon imposing these condl t ions
G __ R"
- rE
Power gain (including loss in R i ) becomes
_ RL'Qi
-7
There are, ot course, other equivalent circuits that may be used
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equivalent circuit. In this circuit there are two generators, KL)Ic
I K'and K AIe and two resistances, r e and r c • The constants K and
have the dimensions ot resistance and represent transfer impedances.
K is usually considerably smaller than K~.
-33-
<H.APl'lm III
CO'f5TANTS or AN EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
1. Solution by using AD measurements.
The values ot the elements which make up the equivalent circuits
vary considerably trom unit to unit. Also with one particular unit
these values change as the biasing currents change. Figs. 20 to 23
inclusive show graphs made by the writer ot equivalent circuit
resistances vs collector current. The reason tor using collector
current as the independent varia.ble will be discussed later. The
unit used was a type A Western Electric transistor (n\D!lber Alml94).
The resistances shown are tor the Bell Laboratories eqUivalent circuit
shown in Fig. 15.
Oollector current is limited by the maximum collector power
dissipation recommended by the manufacturer. In the early type A Western
Electric transistors this recommended maximum 1s 200 milliwatts. With
each transistor the manufacturer also turniShes date. at an operating
point selected. by trial in the test circuit (Fig. 24) in order to give
optimum insertion power gain tor reasonable values ot DC currents and
bias voltages. For example, tor transistor number AM. 2194 the recommend-












Ci oi n (db)
The constants contained in the Bell Laboratories eqUivalent circuit
may be solved tor by two methods. One method calls tor taking AC measure-
-34-
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ments using a low frequency small amplitude signal. The constants
shown in Figs. 20 to 23 inclusive were obtained by this method. For
the other method the DC static characteristics for the transistor are
used.
The first method calls for measuring values of voltage gain and
input and output impedances under special conditions. Input impedance
R in is measured for the condition of RL approaching intin1ty. To
obtain a sUitable range ot collector current values (thecindependent
variable in this discussion) under conditions of high load resistances.
requires excessive collector bias voltages. It was tound that tor these
measurements the load resistor may be considered infinite when it is ot
the order ot 200 Rllomns. Input impedances are measured by using the
circuit shown in Fig. 25(a). AD voltages are represented by lower case
letters and DC currents by capital letters. The input voltage, eb'
is kept small (.006 volts rl'\1S being a typical value1 and the trequency
low (5 k.c.l. Rjn is obtained by using the algebra shown. in connection
with Fig. 25(b). Best measurements are obtained when the value ot R is
about the same as Rill (usually 400 to 800 ohms). The voltage gain used
in the solution of the eqUivalent circuit constants is measured with this
same circuit. It is, ot course, merely the ratio of eo to eb.
The output impedance is measured in much the same me.nner. The
circuit for this measurement is shown in Fig. 26(a). Here the signal
voltage, es ' may be higher - a typical value being 0.1 volts rms •
In same cases it was found that signal voltages somewhat lower than
0.1 volts could not successtully be used because ot the noise limit-
ations. The value of R should be about 20 to 40 Rilolnns and the value
ot R.i was found to simulate an open circuit when it was ot the order
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ot 10 kilohms. The output impedance, Ro ' is obtained as shown in Fig.
26(b) •
The value ot r b may be derived trom DC characteristics measured
by the circuit shown in Fig. 27. It can readily be seen that if Ie
is held constant and Ie allowed to change by ~ Ie that Ee w1l1
decrease an amount A Ee equal to the voltage drop ~ Icrb • r b , then,
is simply AEelA I c •
It has been previously shown that tor conditions at infinite load
impedance the input impedance,
Since
Also for
r b and Rin are now known, f e may be obtained.
it has been shovm that voltege gain.
whioh beccmes, when RL approaches intinity,
The values at voltage gain and input impedance are thus used to obtain r
m
•
When Ri approaohes infinity, the relationship
.may be used to tind r c. Since tor most operating conditiona the values
-40-
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of r b are found to be much less than
equal to the output impedance.
2. Solution by using statio curves.
r c may be said to be
: 25,000
In the second method for finding the values of the resistanoes in
the Bell Laboratories equivalent circuit the DC static curves are used.
These.curves are used to obtain the slopes or the partial derivatives
of voltages with respect to currents. Th~ equations used for these
calculations are eas11y deduced fran the open-cirouit input, the output
and the transfer impedances. They are as follows:
r b =~ • Ie constant() Ie.
re =
aEe rb • Ic constant--aIe
rc ::
dEc
- rb , Ie constantdIe
rm •
aCe
- rb t I c constantare
Figs. 28 and 29 show static characteristics fran which the open-
circuited transfer impedances may be obtained. The open-eirculted out-
put and input impedances are obtained from F1gs. 5 and 6 respectively.
Using these four sets of static characteristics at the operating point
Ie :: 0.5 mae and I c =-2.0 ma the following values are obtained:
Input impedance for open-circuited output (trom Fig.6)
Output impedance for open-circuited input (from. Fig.5)
=
705
Backward transfer impedance for open-circuited input (from Fig.28)= 2'15
Forward transfer impedance for open-circuited output (from Fig.29): 65,000
Using these values the eqUivalent circuit resistances become:
-43-
rb =275 ohms
re :: (705) - (275) =430 ohms
rc =25,000 - 275 =25,000 ohms
rm= 65,000 - 275 ~ 65,000 ohms
A oomparison ot methods used to measure transistor equivalent cir-
cuit constants is given in Table II. The agreement is good, the differ-
ences between the two methods is no larger than the error that may be
introduoed in determining the slopes.
In the graphs of DC static oharacteristics (Figs. 5, 6, 28 and 29)
end in Figs. 20 to 23 inclusive current has been ohosen as the independent
variable. This choice is made because (Becker, 3) it simplifies the
physical interpretation ot the action 01' the transistor. Also the volt-
ages are single valued 1'unctions ot the ourrents, and in certain regions
01' their charaoteristics, transistors sometimes became unstable when the
external ter.minals are short-circuited to alternating current.
3. Variation 01' constants tram transistor to transistor
As mentioned previously in this paper the constants tor the transistor
eqUivalent circuit not only vary With biaSing conditions but also vary trom
transistor to transistor. In order to obtain an idea 01' the degree of
variance the eqUivalent oircuit constants 01' several transistors were
obtained tor comparison. The same biasing conditions were not used tor
each transistor. Rather the operating point that gave best db gain was
chosen for each transistor. The db gain was obtained by using the
approximate fomula,
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Where at • the current gain, is equal to r ml .r c
Plots of ~ and db gain vs Ie for the Western Electric transistor
number .AM 2].g4 are shown in Figs. 30 and 31 respectively. These plots
are typical of the majority of the transistors examined.
Table In compares current gains of transistors made by various
companies. Eight transistors from manufacturer A gave an average 0<. of
2.1 as did two transistors from manufacturer B. The three transistors
from manufacturer C averaged a little less than one. The difference in
current gain observed here is probably due to the fact that the transistors
from manufacturer C used in this comparison were not "fonned".
Forming is a treatment, the effect of which is to reduce the reverse
resistance of the collector and to increase the influence of the emitter
current on the collector characteristics. One method ot doing this is to
pass a relatively largeourrent thrOUgh the collector point in the reverse
direction. When transistors are not formed either ot the two points may
be used as the emitter.
The average values of the eqUivalent circuit constants for transistors
made by various manufactures are shown in Table IV. Jla%imum plus and
minus deViations from the average values are given in percentages of the
average values. These figures on deviat ion should not be interpreted as
an indication or the degree ot uniformity attained by the :manufacturer.
Table IV does show that transistor characteristics do vary considerably
trom transistor to transistor end emphasizes the need tor more development
work on manufacturing techniques tor standardization.
It 1s not exactly clear just how the various eqUivalent circuit
constants depend on the physical dimensions of the transistor and the
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be made. One ot the most important parameters affect ing the pertormance
Qt the transistor is the spacing between point contacts. Measurements
have been made (Bardeen, 1 ) to show that the emitter current has less
and less influence on the collector as the separation ot the contacts is
increased. The value ot r m theretor decreases as spacing ot the point
contacts increase. This decrease ot r m was shown in the above reterence
to be approximately exponential tor separations tram 0.005 to 0.030 em.
The rate ot decrease ot r m is also dependent on. the bias currents used
and on the germanium. The teed-back resistance r b decreases with
separation but the input and output impedances are but little influenced
by contact point separation. The constant r c is the back resistance
ot the collector and may, as mentioned previously, be decreased by methods




The foregoing chapters have served to introduce the transistor, to
present some of the equivalent circuits and to discuss the variations
that exist in transistors. In reading these conclusions it should be
kept in mind that progress in transistor development continues to be made
and that the transistors used and described in this paper are some of the
first developmental type A transistors.
As in vacuum tube applications an equivalent circuit is desirable in
transistor work. That this is so may be readily realized When one uses
the laborious process ot predicting pertor.mance by load lines and static
characteristic curves.
When emitter input and collector output is used in a transistor
amplifying circuit there is the disadvantage of low input impedance and
high output impedance. This disadvantage may be overcome to a great extent
by using base input and em.itter or collector output. Some sacrifices are
made in this arrangement but usually satisfactory compromises can be made.
The developmental transistors that are being made at the time ot this
writing vary considerably in characteristics and performance.
In addition to the problem ot reproducible characteristics there are
other problems that require solution. A reduction in noise and an in-
crease in the frequency limit are perhaps the most important of these
problem.s.
When the many advantages of the transistor are weighed against the
disadvantages it must be conceeded that the transistor will surely find a
very definite place in electronics. This conclusion must be reached when
-52-
one considers that the transistor is a new device and that the dis-
advantages of noise and lack of un1fonnity will probably be eliminated
in the near future.
-53-
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